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We are indebted to Ditmar Schweigert for pointing out a gap m the proof 
of Theorem 2.10 of our paper in the Journal of Algebra 10 (1968), 47-68. The 
difficulty occurred with case 2 of the proof. The gap can be filled through the 
use of the following lemmas. 
LEMMA 1 (Ph. Hall). Let 1 < GI < +.. < G, = G be a sequence of normal 
subgroups of the group G. Let A denote the group of all automorpkisms of G inducing 
the identity on each of the factor groups Gz+,/Gz . Then A is a nilpotent group of 
nilpotent length at most n(n - 1)/2. 
We only need the case 7a = 2. The group A is then isomorphic to the abehan 
group of normalized I-cocycles of G/G, with values in the center of GI . The 
argument 1s similar to the case where GI is abelran. 
LEMMA 2. Let Z: denote the permutation group of the set D. Let G be a transitive 
subgroup of .Z. Suppose that A is a subgroup of 2 with the follozuing properties. 
(1) A centralzxes G; and 
(2) for each subset S of D and a in A, there exists an element g of G z&h 
g(S) = 4% 
Then every subgroup T of A is normal in A. 1% partzcalav, A is nilpotent 
length at most 2. 
Remark Con&tlon (2) can be weakened. Namely, if we restrict ourselves to 
subsets S with two elements, then A 1s either abelian or the direct product of a 
quaternion group of order 8 with an arbitrary number of cyclic groups of order 2; 
if we rest&t ourselves to subsets S with three elements, then A is necessarily 
abelian It follows that A IS actually abelian m the concluszon of Lemma 2. 
However, we will omit these strengthemngs. 
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Proof Condition (1) together with the transitrvity of G on D force A to be 
semrregular on D, i.e., A acts freely on D but is not necessarily transitive on D. 
Condition (1) shows that G permutes the A-orbits on D. Let G(D*) be the 
stability group m G of an A-orbit D* in D. It is immediate that G(D*) induces 
a transitive permutation group G* on D *. It IS now clear that condmons (1) 
and (2) hold for G*, D*, and A. We may therefore assume that A is transitive 
on D, hence regular on D It follows that we can identify D with A so that an 
element a of A acts on D = A according to left multiplicatron by a. Condition (1) 
and the transitivity of G allow us to conclude that G is isomorphic to A and 
under a suitable identification of G with A, the element g of G = A acts on 
D = A through right multtphcation by g-l. If we let S be a subset of D cor- 
respondmg to a subgroup T of A, then condition (2) and our identtfications 
force aT = Tg-I. Thus implies that UT = Ta holds for every a in A. Thus T 1s 
normal m A. It is now well known that A is mlpotent of length at most 2. 
Q.E.D. 
For any group G, A(G) denotes the group of all automorphisms of G; A,(G) 
denotes the normal subgroup of all class preserving automorphisms of G; 
and A,(G) denotes the normal subgroup of all inner automorphlsms of G. 
A,(G) is clearly contained m A,(G). 
THEOREM 2.10. Let G be a group with a composztion series. Assume that 
A(F)/A,(F) zs solvable for every composition factor F of G. Then A,(G)/A,(G) 
is solvable. 
Proof. We proceed by mductton on the composition length of G Let M 
be a mmimal normal subgroup of G. If M = G, then there is nothing to prove. 
We may assume M < G. We let A,. denote the rth term of the commutator 
series of A,(G). It is enough to find T and find a solvable subgroup N of A,(G) 
so that 
. AA(G) C NA,(G). 
Clearly A,(G) d m uces elements of A,(G/M) while A,(G) induces all of 
A,(G/M). By inductron, we can find n so that 
&4(G) C BAdG), 
where B is the subgroup of A,(G) inducing the identity on G/M. 
Case 1 M is abelian The existence of a composition series for G forces M 
to be a fimte group. This case was correctly handled in our paper. 
Case 2 M is nonabehan. The existence of a composition series for G forces 
M to be the direct product of uniquely determined nonabehan simple normal 
subgroups n/r,, , Mt in M, where t 1s finite. Under conmgation, G/M permutes 
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the set D = (f%?i, .., Icr,> transitively. Since B induces automorphisms of G 
preserving the conjugacy classes and induces the identity on G/M, B must also 
permute D and commutes with the action of G/M. We assert that condition (2) 
of Lemma 2 1s also satisfied for the permutation groups induced by G/M and B. 
To see this, let S be any subset of D. For each M, in S, let x, be a nonidentity 
element of M, . Let x be the product of these x,‘s with ll& ranging over S. Let b 
he in B. Since b preserves the conjugacy classes of 6, we can findg in G so that 
b(x) = gxg-l. Smce B and G/M both permute D, the indices of the nontrivial 
components m the equation b(x) = gxg-l allow us to conclude that b(S) = g(S). 
If we let K denote the kernel of the permutation representation of B on D, 
then Lemma 2 shows that B/K is solvable of length at most 2. Thus, B2 C -Is, 
where B, denotes the second term of the commutator series of B. K IS the 
subgroup of A,(G) inducing the identity on G/J4 and carrying each Mt into 
itself. Thus X is homomorphically mapped into the du-ect product of ~(~~) 
with 1 < i < t. By assumption, A(M,)/A,(ICI,) 1s solvable for each j. Moreover, 
elements of M clearly induces inner automorphisms of G lying in K It follows 
that we can find an integer nt with 
where Km 1s the mth term of the commutator series of K, I(M) is the subgroup 
of A,(G) induced by elements of M, and C is the subgroup of A,(G) that induces 
the identity on G/M and on M. According to Lemma 1, C 1s solvable (m fact, 
C = 1 because M has trivial center). Putting all these together, An+atm . A,(G) 
is contamed in C * A,(G) as desired. 
